Information spiraling: Movement of bacteria and their genes in streams.
Bacteria in transport in streams are largely derived from other parts of the ecosystem. Here we review factors that influence transport of bacteria and their movement between habitats (such as sediment, water column, rocks, wood, and leaves) and consider the role of these movements in ecosystem processes. Bacteria enter the water column by sloughing, scouring, as a consequence of changes in morphology or hydrophobicity, or dislodgment by invertebrates and fish or other aquatic vertebrates. Transported cells (which may be planktonic or particle-associated) that colonize surfaces may establish new gene pools through cell division (vertical transfer) or genetic exchange (lateral transfer). Genetic information is also transported in streams as free or protected DNA or in bacteriophages. Movement of these vectors causes genetic information to spiral along a stream in a manner analogous to that of nutrients and organic carbon. Spiraling refers to the pattern of transport, uptake or attachment, and release of a molecule or cell. The flow of water in streams causes this cycle of attachment and release to be displaced downstream resulting in a spiral rather than a closed, stationary loop.